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The variety of methods under de-
velopment for conversion of thermal
(solar) energy to electricity have
stimulated a broad parallel interest in
the development of solar collectors.
Such devices must concentrate the
relatively low-level solar energy
(about 130 w/sq ft at the earth's orbit
in space) to a usable density (tem-
perature) for the particular energy-
conversion method to be employed.

As with most things, whether tech-
nical, political, or spiritual, there are
proponents of many alternative meth-
ods and materials for the fabrication
of solar collectors, each of which may
be shown to have advantages for
particular applications. Thus, it ap-
pears worthwhile to list the principal
factors which must be weighed or
considered. This might be done, not
necessarily in order of importance, as
follows:

• Operating temperature of the
energy-conversion device or system.

• Efficiency.
• Weight per unit projected area.
• Specific power: thermal energy

per unit weight at a specific tempera-
ture.

• Prelaunch storage volume and de-
ployment method.

Many other factors must be con-
sidered, such as structural integrity
and stiffness, potential optical de-
gradation due to thermal gradients
and space-environment effects, scal-
ability to higher power levels, require-
ments for masters, and magnetic prop-
erties.

Within this framework, we can
attempt an assessment of the state of

the art of solar collectors (concentra-
tors). CcC?

On page 59 there appear sketches of
six different concepts of lightweight
solar-energy collector,' not the only
ones being considered, but those de-
veloped to a point where quantitative
data on their capabilities exist. Ex-
amples of the six types are listed in
the associated table, with some perti-
nent characteristics. All are parabo-
loids, except for the Fresnel, which is
essentially a flat collector made up of
annuli of paraboloids having a com-
mon focus. A description of each, with
some details of materials and methods
of fabrication, follows.

The Fresnel collector illustrated has
four hinged panels.8 The Fresnel sur-
face is made by electroforming nickel
on a steel master that has been ma-
chined and polished. The Fresnel elec-
troform is then bonded to an electro-
formed stiffening structure.

Shown next is one form of inflatable,
pressurized collector.2 It is formed of
an aluminized Mylar paraboloid and a
clear Mylar front cover. An inflated
torus also made of Mylar attaches to
the outside of the collector at the
junction of the reflecting surface and
the front cover.

Next appears a sketch of the in-
flatable-rigidized collector.3'4 Basically
an aluminized plastic paraboloid, it
would be made rigid in space by the
application of a foamed plastic to its
back.

The one-piece collector6'* can be
made by electroforming a thin dish of
nickel on an appropriate master, the
dish then being stiffened by the ad-

Modular-collector concept, as it might be applied to a space station.



dition of an electroformed torus to its
periphery. Another construction in-
volves a cast epoxy-plastic reflecting
surface bonded to an aluminum honey-
comb, this in turn backed up by a
plastic Fiberglas panel. The reflective
face can be cast on any suitable con-
vex master. Several collectors have
been so made.7 One-piece collectors
have also been made by such methods
as spin-casting of plastic,8 hydroform-
ing of aluminum," and stretch-form-
ing of aluminum; but complete quan-
titative data on the capabilities of
these are not currently available.

Petal collectors exist in several
variations, all having in common a
hub with attached petals, which fold
up to form a compact package for
launching. Springs, cables, or me-
chanical linkages deploy these devices.
Several have been built, and different
methods have been used in the con-
struction of the petals for each. One
had petals of electroformed nickel,
monocoque construction.3 Two others
had sandwich petals of an aluminum
reflecting face, honeycomb, and
back.8'10 Another11 had petals formed of
a thin aluminum face stiffened by a
light aluminum lattice truss spot-
welded to the back.

The last sketch shows an umbrella
_collector,1Lconsisting_of .an^aluminized
Mylar skin stretched over metal ribs,
and with an operational pneumatic
erecting mechanism.

Among its important characteristics,
a collector must gather solar radiation
efficiently and provide the desired de-
gree of concentration of the radiation
commensurate with ability of the con-

' version system to use the heat. The
first graph on page 60 shows efficiency
as a function of concentration ratio
for the six collector concepts. The
efficiencies have been measured with
cold calorimeters, which minimize re-
radiation, so that the values are
essentially only a function of collector
geometry and specular reflectivity.
The concentration ratio is based on
the ratio of the projected reflective
area of the collector to the aperture
area of a cavity heat absorber. For
a spherical absorber, the surface of
the sphere forms the latter area.

Shown as a goal is a theoretical
curve for a paraboloidal collector with
a reflectivity of 0.91—a value that
might be obtained from a highly
polished surface with a coating of
vacuum-deposited aluminum exposed
to the solar spectrum. The one-piece-
collector data closely approach the
theoretical curve, which indicates that
the master was of good quality and
the reproduction process was faithful.

Four collectors fall in roughly the
same range of concentrating ability,
but with rather widely various effi-
ciencies. This failure to approach the
theoretical potential can be attributed
to conceptual, material, or fabrica-
tion problems. The petal collector had

_ honeycomb markoff on_the jreflective_
face, as well as some problems with
reflective surface finish. The inflatable-
rigidized collector had a reflectivity of
only 0.83, which is the value for
aluminized Mylar plastic, and an
"orange _peel" effect caused by the
foam backing was apparent. These two
collectors were designed, however, for

EXAMPLES OF FABRICATED SOLAR COLLECTORS

Type

Fresnel'
Inflatable'
Inflatable

ngidizedM
One piece'
Petal8

Umbrella"

Method of
construction

Electroformed
Stretch-formed

Elect reformed
Stretch-formed

60 aluminum ribs

Material

Nickel
Mylar
Mylarfoam

Nickel
Aluminum

honeycomb
Mylar

Rim
angle,

deg

40.00
53.13
eo.oo
61.50
52.00

90.00

Diam,
ft

4.00
4.27

10.00

5.50
32.20

10.00

Unit
weight,
lb/ft>

0.46
0.08"
3.82

0.96
0.18b

0.11"

* Mylar only.
b Petals only.
* Ribs and Mylar only.

SOLAR-COLLECTOR CONFIGURATIONS

Fresnel Inflatable

One-piece

Inflatable-rigidized

use with mechanical systems, and did
not require high concentrating ability.
The Fresnel collector, of course, has
an inherent shadowing problem that
amounts to about 0.14 loss in effi-
ciency; in addition, some undetermined
loss occurred which could be caused by
difficulties in polishing the master.
The low efficiencies of the inflatable
collector were attributed to large
transmission and reflectance losses
from the front face as well as the re-
flecting face. The umbrella collector
shows very low concentrating ability
because the reflecting-surface gores
between the metal ribs take a non-
paraboloidal shape.

To find its temperature capability,
a collector must be combined with an
absorber that radiates at its operat-
ing temperature. For purpose of com-
parison, a cavity absorber is assumed
with an absorptivity and emissivity of
1.00; the solar constant, which affects
the re-radiation term, is assumed to
be 130 w/sq ft. Then the efficiency
data given in the first graph are com-
bined with the re-radiation losses of
the assumed absorber to obtain the
combined efficiency as a function of
temperature, as shown in the second
graph. If a thermionic-conversion sys-
tem with operating temperatures near
4000. R _is required, only^the one-piece-
mirror is capable of efficient operation
at the present time. All of the expand-
able collectors are relatively inefficient
even at temperatures around 2000 R.

One of the principal aims of de-
velopment to date has been to con-
struct practical collectors of minimum
weight. The third graph shows re-
sults of these efforts. Only the petal
collector has been built in enough sizes
so that the variation of unit weight
with diameter can be determined: It
runs essentially constant at about
0.20 Ib/sq ft, except for one model at
about 1.0 Ib/sq ft. This was basically
a ground-test model, and so not rep-
resentative of a flight article. Con-
struction of the one-piece collectors
has been restricted mostly to one
diameter (5 ft) because of the avail-
ability of masters in this size. The
unit weights vary quite widely—from
0.40-1.04 Ib/sq ft—with the collectors
having the lower weights also having
poorer geometry. An estimated -weight
curve is given for the inflatable-
rigidized collector because the ground-
test model had a unit weight of 3.82
Ib/sq ft and this does not indicate the
weight of a model to be used in space.
Estimated unit weight is also shown
for the umbrella collector.15 Good
agreement appears between 5- and 10-
ft models. No variation in unit weight
with collector diameter is available for
Fresnel and inflatable collectors.
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The selection of a collector for a
given power-conversion system might
well be based on the specific power—
the ratio of power to unit weight. A
graph on page 60 shows the values of
specific power for the six typical col-
lectors. The combined collector-ab-
sorber efficiencies shown on that page
were used with the unit weights of the
various collectors and a solar con-
stant of 130 w/sq ft to obtain the
values shown.

In the temperature range of 1500-
3500 R, the inflatable collector delivers
the most power per pound due to its
extremely low unit weight. On the
other hand, the very efficient one-piece
electroformed collector has a relatively
low specific power due to its heavier
unit weight. When comparing these
two collectors at the same value of spe-
cific power, however, the inflatable
would have an area many times that of
the one-piece collectors for power sys-
tems of the same output. This fact
brings up another important consid-
eration : Large-area collectors of low
efficiency may well be undesirable be-
cause of possible interference with
communications or other essential
spacecraft functions. Thus the systems
engineer may have no choice but to se-
lect the most efficient collector even at
the expense of increased weight.'

Each collector developed to date,
with the exception of the one-piece
type, has a folding or stowing feature
for compactness during launch. The
final graph on page 60 gives packaged
volumes of the various types.

The one-piece collectors show high-
est volume for a given diameter. Of
course, the Jimiting factor for one-
piece models is generally the launch-
vehicle diameter, and so the packaged
volume as determined could be rela-
tively meaningless. The petal collectors
are the next highest in volume, which
runs to over 700 cu ft for a 32.2-ft-
diam collector. Minor reduction in the
volume of this type might be made,
but no radical reduction is expected.
The umbrella type has a fairly low
volume, at least for the 10-ft model,
and the Presnel volume is very low
for the 4-ft model. A curve of the
estimated volume of the inflatable-
rigidized collector is given to indicate
what can be expected with it.

In considering objectives for con-
tinued development of solar collectors
in the near future, certain assumptions
must be made. First, it appears that
future solar-collector development ef-
forts for thermal-electric application
should emphasize the temperature
range from about 1000 to about 4000
R, because conversion efficiencies for
systems operating below about 1000 R
may be expected to be relatively low,
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requiring excessively large solar-col-
lector areas, even though low tem-
peratures may be attainable at rela-
tively low collector weights.

Second, it appears that near-future
planning for solar-electrical power
systems should be based on an exten-
sion of power levels to about 25 kw,
thus requiring collectors in the 50-100-
ft-diam range.

Third, even as alternative thermal-
energy sources such as isotopes and
nuclear reactors become operational
as flight systems, it is expected that
a continuing requirement will exist
for solar-electric systems, due to con-
siderations of cost, weight, and per-
sonnel safety in special applications.

To be more specific, it is expected
that the rigid paraboloidal concentra-
tor will continue for some time to
be the only practical approach to
thermionic operating temperatures
(about 4000 R) with reasonable con-
centrator-absorber efficiencies. In con-
centrators of this type, a diameter of
approximately 10 ft is foreseeable
with reasonable confidence. The ex-
tension of rigid concentrator sizes
above 10-ft diam should not, however,
be ruled out at this time, as future
launch vehicles will permit rigid con-
centrators of 20-ft diam or larger if
the requirement for these arises.

Regarding"fabrication metHb'ds ami
materials, the future is expected to
see a continuing investigation of al-
ternatives to the electroformed nickel
concentrator which, while generally
agreed to be at a relatively high state
of development, has certain limita-
tions, such as high weight and un-
desirable magnetic properties. For
thermionic systems supplying rela-
tively large amounts of power, it is
expected that the trend will be to
modular systems—multiple concentra-
tors—as shown in the concept illus-
trated on page 58.

For solar dynamic systems (operat-
ing temperature about 1800 R), a
central energy-conversion system and
a single concentrator would be con-
siderably more advantageous than the
modular approach envisioned for high-
power thermionic systems. Conse-
quently, as the power level increases,
a comparable increase in solar-con-
centrator size will be necessary. Up
to about 50-ft diam, the petal, Fresnel,
and inflatable-rigidized types appear
potentially suitable. Although the
petal type, in this size range, may be
somewhat closer to full-scale ground
tests (the 32-ft Sunflower concentra-
tor") , it must be emphasized that a
clear-cut choice of deployable concen-
trators below about 50-ft diam is not
possible at this time.

Above 50-ft diam, it appears that

the prelaunch stowage problems, and
structural stresses during launch and
in ground handling, will necessitate
going to an inflatable-rigidized con-
centrator. Further, while it must be
recognized that many uncertainties
are associated with the technology for
rigidizing a large, inflatable optically
accurate structure in space, the po-
tential usefulness and need for this
capability will dictate a continuation
of the current development effort.

Finally, it is generally agreed that
the technology for solar concentrators
does not appear to be the pacing fac-
tor in the development of solar-ther-
mal electric power systems. None
theless, since other components of the
system may be more readily scalable to
larger sizes than the solar concentra-
tors, we cannot be assured that this
situation will persist. For this reason,
an energetic continuation of the re-
search and development effort to ex-
tend the technology for solar concen-
trators will be essential, the level of
effort and areas of emphasis being
largely influenced by trends and de-
velopments in the related energy-con-
version methods and devices
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